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Executive summary

Starting Points

Faith traditions have always played an
important rôle in communities, especially
where there is need and disadvantage. In
recent years this rôle has become a focus of
policy in the UK where governments have
come to regard faiths as repositories of staff,
buildings and resources for the wider social
good, as well as potential sources of community
cohesion and strengthened citizenship.

Our starting point is that the contribution
and potential of faith communities, in terms
of social enterprise, is just beginning to be
recognised. They are important because they:

Social and public policy promises many
opportunities for faiths to become more
engaged. For example, faiths are increasingly
delivering public sector contracts for
the provision of services; they are more
involved in setting up faith schools;
many are frequently active as partners in
neighbourhood renewal initiatives; and
growing numbers are represented in regional
assemblies and local strategic partnerships.
As faiths have demonstrated their ability to
deliver, government has become interested
in how they can be encouraged to ‘stand
on their own feet’ by generating their own
income from the services provided, which
is then ploughed back into those services.



are seedbeds for this type of enterprise;
many of the most quoted examples of social
enterprise began as faith based organisations



make a significant contribution to
economic and social life in the UK



have the potential to reach the most
marginalised and excluded groups

We also began with the view that there are
two main needs if this sector is to grow:


the building of vision, capacity and confidence
on the part of faith based organisations



the connecting of action on the ground
in communities with local, regional
and national policy agendas.

Definitions of Social Enterprise
The Government’s Social Enterprise Action Plan –
Scaling New Heights – defines a social enterprise as
“… a business with primarily social
objectives whose surpluses are principally
reinvested for that purpose in the business
or in the community, rather than being
driven by the need to maximise profit
for shareholders and owners.” (www.
cabinetoffice.gov.uk/third_sector)

Exploring Faiths and Social Enterprise
The Faith Based Regeneration Network UK
(FbRN) has come together with Community
Development Banking NatWest/RBS
and the Faiths and Civil Society Unit at
Anglia Ruskin University to explore what
social enterprise means for faiths.
This report asks key questions about faith groups
as social enterprises: Is there a rôle for faith
based social enterprise? Is it already happening?
What works? What doesn’t work? How do
faith groups themselves understand social
enterprise and do they want to engage in it?
The report is NOT a survey of faith based social
enterprises. We leave that enormous task to
the future because we want to focus here on
the definitional, values and practice issues
surrounding faiths and social enterprise.



Social enterprise might also have
some or all of the following three key
characteristics or ‘ethos dimensions’:


an enterprise orientation – they are
directly involved in producing goods
or providing services to a market.



social aims – they have explicit social and/
or environmental aims such as job creation,
training or the provision of local services.



social ownership – governance and ownership
structures are based on participation by
stakeholder groups e.g. employees, users,
clients, local community groups and social
investors. (www.socialenterprise.org.uk)

The Process Behind this Report
During 2006 and early 2007 we ran five
seminars across England with participants
from different faith traditions. These took place
in Liverpool, Newcastle upon Tyne, Plymouth,
Leeds, and Tower Hamlets in East London. In
addition to raising vision, giving people tools
and skills and integrating faith groups more
into the wider field of social enterprise, the
seminars generated much material relevant
to the policy dimension of faith engagement
in social enterprise. This material has
been the primary source for this report.

Findings
The rôle and contribution of
faiths to social enterprise






values or attitudes: hopefulness, nonjudgmentalism, caring and compassion, focus
and commitment, holisticism, issues of ethos,
distinctiveness of mission, transformativity,
helping the disadvantaged; participants
strongly saw faith communities as bringing
a specific and additional ethos to the table.
skills and practice orientations: skill and
talent, stability, continuity, long-termism,
sustainability, leading by example, buildings
and resources, responsiveness and speed,
reaching parts others can’t reach.
relationships and networks: rooted-ness in
communities, reaching into communities
more broadly, community cohesion/social
capital, educative about faith values,
educative about faith in wider contexts,
encouraging of diversity; here the spiritual,
or ‘God’ dimension, of motivation to be in
community and relations is emphasised.

What do faiths need in order
to do social enterprise?


organisation: support and leadership,
including mentors, a strong
community, resources (volunteers,
staff, finances, buildings), knowledge
and skills, good governance



practical framework: good communications,
documents in clear English, research and
evidence, appropriate supportive policy
and procurement contexts, templates and
models for key tasks, eg community audits



business planning: clear market
and strategy for engaging with it
– a business plan, clear product or
service, distinctive idea and creativity



connections with the wider community:
strong partnerships, understanding
of other traditions and practices,
to go out into the wider world



passion, faith and a strong
motivational commitment

What opportunities are there for
faiths to do social enterprise?


increasing human well-being: serving
the community, broadening people’s
experiences, raising aspirations, increasing
morale and empowering communities.



the image and rôle of faiths in public
space: faiths are in the public eye
and actively being sought as partners,
counters the negative images of faiths,
engaging with partners of other faiths.



developing influence, credibility and
capacity: finding further opportunities for
funding, a chance to get better organised,
a ‘standard’ which lends credibility,
opportunities to raise issues with government.



greater access to public sector contracts

What are the advantages for
faith groups themselves?


can foster a strong sense of identity



making the most of their social capital,
resources, skills and local knowledge



can increase sustainability and independence



What are the advantages for others?


a practical dimension – buildings and
resources, local trust, social capital
and knowledge, infrastructure, skills
and talents, good at risk taking



a spiritual dimension – a ‘whole person’
view embracing a wider vision



an ethos dimension –
independence and values

disjunction between business aims and
values, of what IS known being swamped by
what ISN’T and ultimately, fear of failure.


What rôle does government play in
supporting faith based social enterprise?


what government could do: continue to
extend forms of participation in governance,
increase their knowledge of faith groups,
be more sympathetic to the aims and
methods of faith groups, use less jargon,
be less remote, be more facilitative and
trusting, stop setting very short deadlines.



government can be unhelpful: may be
seeking to exploit faith groups, is idealising
faiths in its bid to use them for policy
implementation, sometimes changes
the rules and moves the goalposts

What are the difficulties and challenges
for faiths doing social enterprise?


a sense of lacking: skills, resources,
partnership skills and capacity,
adaptability, governance know-how
and ability, volunteers, staff, time.



a sense of fear: of not knowing how to
professionalise, of competition with
others, of getting on the wrong side of legal
obligations, of risk taking, of a resulting

a sense of ignorance: about what
social enterprise is, how to do it
and what effects it could have.

Recommendations
RECOMMENDATION
ISSUE

FOR FAITHS GROUPS

FOR GOVERNMENT

Rôle of faiths – values
and attitudes

Develop and disseminate
statements of values, or
tools for devising them, for
engaging in social enterprise

Develop a ‘compact’ with
faith groups which states the
government’s position in relation
to them as social enterprises

Rôle of faiths – skills
and practices

Develop and disseminate
examples of good practice

Fund and support dissemination
and training in national,
regional and local government

Rôle of faiths
– relationships
and networks

Extend and consolidate
single, inter and multi faith
networks inclusively

Encourage government
representation at regional and
local level in faith networks
Provide opportunities for
mentoring and exchange
between faith groups and
government settings



RECOMMENDATION
ISSUE

FOR FAITHS GROUPS

FOR GOVERNMENT

What faiths need
– practically

Work with government
to develop faith-friendly
procurement policies

Fund and support training in
social enterprise start-up
Produce clear documents and
other support materials
Devise faith-friendly
procurement policies

What faiths need – actions

Engage in training for business
planning, working with already
established social enterprises
Use community visioning
techniques to identify the
produce or service most needed

Supportive contexts

Use congregational development
techniques to identify
opportunities, needs and skills
amongst the community

Give guidance on good
governance in social enterprise

Pray and reflect
Making the most
of opportunities
and advantages

Develop local partnerships
Be inclusive – involve people
broadly through steering
and planning groups,
boards of trustees etc
Capitalise on buildings by
thinking about rental income
and other social uses

Disseminate information
about public sector delivery
opportunities via FbRN and
other faith networks
Work participatively through
local and regional government
to start where faiths are

Provide opportunities for
thinking about the ‘God’s
eye view’ on community
needs and share this with
non-faith partners
Difficulties and challenges

Ask for help from those
who are already doing it

Produce and/or support
faith-friendly guidance,
information and training on
doing social enterprise

Rôle of government

Talk to local, regional
and national government
representatives about concerns
– develop relationships
with responsible officers

Set up systems of support
for faiths wanting to engage
in social enterprise

The main report also provides case study examples of faith based social enterprises intended as
descriptive accounts of the journeys taken by others towards successful engagement in this area.
We hope these will be useful as new and emerging faith based social enterprises start their
own journeys.



Foreword
The potential and possibilities for developing
social enterprise have probably never been
greater. Recent welfare policy announcements
will dramatically change the way in which
most public services are delivered, from health
care, prisoner rehabilitation, programmes
for getting people into work, work with
children, to care for the elderly. Not only
is Government planning to engage social
enterprise in this delivery, it is actively seeking
the participation of faith based groups.
Faith based organisations have a long tradition
of caring for and supporting the most vulnerable
groups in society. Many have managed
to combine this with a campaigning and
challenging rôle, playing a vital part in changing
policy and public perception of social problems.
The new rôle offered by government holds
much promise for faith based organisations.
They may be able to use it to achieve some
of the positive changes in society that they
long for; it offers a route to sustainability,
away from grant funding. But is it the right
path for all faith based organisations wanting
to change their communities for the better?
What do they need to take into consideration
in order to make the decision? What skills,
knowledge and support will they need? Do
they have a particular rôle? If Government
wants to encourage and facilitate faith based
social enterprises, what does it need to know
and do? What changes does it need to make?
Who better to answer these questions than
faith based organisations themselves? In
late 2006 and early 2007, the Faith Based
Regeneration Network UK organised five
seminars in different areas of England to ask
these questions. Faiths and Frontiers on the

Starship Social Enterprise: boldly going as
faith based entrepreneurs? is our report of the
process, what we found, and what it means for
policy making and for faith based groups.



This report is aimed at:


people working at policy and implementation
levels in national, regional and local
government who wish to work effectively
with faith based social enterprises



people in faith based groups and
organisations who are considering
moving to a social enterprise model.

We hope that it will help both groups to
know each other better and develop more
effective and sustainable relationships.

Doreen Finneron
Executive Director, FbRN UK

We would like to thank all
of the participants in each
of the five cities where
workshops took place.

Introduction
Faith traditions have always played an
important rôle in communities (Finneron
and Dinham 20021), especially where there
is need and disadvantage. In recent years
this rôle has become a focus of policy in
the UK (and elsewhere, especially in the
USA). UK Labour governments since 1997
have come to regard faiths as repositories of
staff, buildings and resources for the wider
social good as well as potential sources of
community cohesion and strengthened
citizenship (Furbey, Dinham et al 20062).
The Minister for Employment and Welfare
Reform has said that “The rôle of faith based
groups in ensuring people have access to
welfare services will be of growing importance
over the coming years” and that government
“believe[s] that faith based groups offer an
invaluable link into communities…”3
The extension of policy for faith groups is
encapsulated in the Home Office report, Working
Together: Co-operation between Government and
Faith Communities (Home Office 20054). This
outlines how social and public policy promises
many opportunities for faiths to become more
engaged in service delivery, strategies and
activities for strengthened communities, and
extended participative forms of democracy
and governance. For example, faiths are
increasingly involved in public sector contracts
for the provision of services (Dinham 20075);
they are increasingly, and more diversely,
involved in setting up faith schools (for
example, Flint 20066); many are frequently
involved as partners in neighbourhood renewal
initiatives (Farnell 20017); growing numbers
are represented in regional assemblies, local
strategic partnerships and in other forms of
extended democracy (Berkley et al 20068).

Exploring faiths and
social enterprise
Against this backdrop, the Faith Based
Regeneration Network UK (FbRN) came together
with Community Development Banking
NatWest/Royal Bank of Scotland (NatWest
/RBS) and the Faiths and Civil Society Unit at
Anglia Ruskin University to explore what social
enterprise means for faiths. We know that
many faith based organisations and groups
are already engaged in social enterprise and
that many more are doing something like it,
even if they do not give it that name. We have
worked with faith groups to explore this and
to begin to think about what the opportunities,
challenges and risks are in doing so.
This report asks key questions about faith
groups as social enterprises: Is there a
rôle for faith based social enterprise? Is it
already happening? How do faith groups
themselves understand social enterprise
and do they want to engage in it?
The report is NOT a survey of faith based
social enterprises. We leave that enormous
task to the future because we want to
focus here on the definitional, values and
practice issues surrounding faiths and social
enterprise. We believe that we cannot in any
case survey faith based social enterprise
until we have a better understanding of
what faiths think social enterprise IS and
what their attitudes are in relation to it.
At the same time, our many encounters with
faith groups and organisations during the
course of the work have given us insights,
experiences and stories about faith based social
enterprise. It is illuminating to think about
these, and we include many of them here.



What is social enterprise and
where did it come from?

Definitions of social
enterprise

It is arguable that many non-government
actors, including faith groups, have been doing
social enterprise for decades or even longer. An
example is the ubiquitous Oxfam shops whose
income supports wider community work in the
developing world. Whilst many organisations
might be engaged in social enterprise, according
to some of the definitions of it, many more
do not think of themselves in that way.

Social enterprise may be thought of in
at least two key ways. The first relates to
structure. The second is associated with
ethos. Thus, social enterprise can be:

Nevertheless, government is enthusiastic
about social enterprise as an approach to
developing the self-sufficiency and sustainability
of the voluntary and community sector, in
particular where organisations almost always
depend upon relatively limited amounts of
funding, competitively sought and usually
time limited, ie to one or three year cycles.
The UK Labour government launched its Social
Enterprise Strategy in 2006. This envisaged
a dynamic and sustainable social enterprise
sector as a key part of both welfare delivery and
of a strengthened economy. The strategy set
out a three-year plan to promote and sustain
social enterprise and was accompanied by
the setting up of a Social Enterprise Unit, now
based within the Office of the Third Sector
(www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/third_sector) to:


act as a focal point and co-ordinator for
policymaking affecting social enterprise



promote and champion social enterprise



take action needed to address barriers
to growth of social enterprises



identify and spread good practice
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a definition of an organisational structure



a certain kind of mind set, attitude
or approach – its values

Government and business-support frameworks
focus strongly on the organisational dimensions
of social enterprise and thereby tend to
characterise them in this way. The government
in its Social Enterprise Action Plan – Scaling New
Heights9 (www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/third_sector)
therefore defines a social enterprise as :
“… a business with primarily social objectives
whose surpluses are principally reinvested for
that purpose in the business or in the community,
rather than being driven by the need to
maximise profit for shareholders and owners.”

Other perspectives might focus more on the
‘values’ dimensions and less on structure.
For example, the Social Enterprise Coalition,
established by the social enterprise
movement as its national umbrella body
in 2002 (www.socialenterprise.org.uk),
focuses on three key characteristics or
‘ethos dimensions’ of social enterprises:


Enterprise Orientation – they are
directly involved in producing goods
or providing services to a market.



Social Aims – they have explicit social and/
or environmental aims such as job creation,
training, or the provision of local services.



Social ownership – governance and
ownership structures are based on
participation by stakeholder groups
(e.g. employees, users, clients, local
community groups and social investors).

Any combination of these characteristics
may give an organisation a social enterprise
perspective or ethos. Some of the most well
known examples include Café-direct, The
Big Issue, The Co-operative Group, Welsh
Water (Glas Cymru), the Eden Project and
Jamie Oliver’s ‘Fifteen’, each of which is
organisationally quite different from the others.
In addition, there are many thousands of
smaller, less well known, social enterprises.
In early 2006, the Government extended
the mainstream business survey to include
social enterprises. It estimated that at
least 55,000 businesses with employees
fitted the Government’s definition of social
enterprise. This represented about 5%
of all businesses with employees, with a
combined turnover of about £27 billion.9

Where has the interest in
social enterprise come from?
A number of factors have coincided to
drive an interest in social enterprise:


building societies and the co-operative
movement have had to review their
purpose and activities in the face of deregulation and financial pressures



local authorities and other public sector
bodies have passed on, to new or pre-existing
organisations, areas of work they used to
run themselves like social housing, leisure
or social care. This is part of the extension
of the mixed economy of welfare, which
started under the Thatcher governments
of the 1980’s and has been vastly extended
under New Labour to involve non-government
actors, including faith groups, as much as
possible in welfare and social care activities



charities, including faith based organisations,
have to remain financially sustainable
while many traditional sources of funding,
such as membership fees and institutional
grants, become harder to access



more recently, individuals and groups
thinking of meeting local needs have
perceived a business or commercial
approach as a more flexible and sustainable
route to delivering multiple social benefits
– members, staff and customers can all
be beneficiaries in different ways.
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What can social enterprise
do for faith based
organisations?
Much of the focus of published material and
policy, in relation to social enterprise, is on what
particular sectors can do to get involved. Whilst
that is important and useful, it is also instructive
to reverse the question. Providers of the sorts of
services and initiatives which are the target of
government policy for social enterprise are often
working with vulnerable and challenging groups,
are financially stressed and may be struggling
to keep staff and resources going in a climate of
short term funding and constantly and rapidly
changing political contexts. This is as true for
many faith based organisations as for others
in similar sectors. Many may feel that before
they start to think about what they can offer to
social enterprise, they want to see what social
enterprise can offer them. This has been one of
the key areas we have considered in this project.
Some of the ways in which social enterprise
can help organisations are as follows:

They can sharpen organisational focus
Social enterprise is demand-led. A strong
social enterprise will have to provide a service
that people actually want. So, instead of
trying to do too many things for too many
people, a social enterprise will identify the
most effective and needed programmes.
This does not necessarily mean eliminating
a programme just because it loses money.
If community members wish to focus
on programmes that meet important
needs, organisations need to meet the
managerial challenge to find other
sources of revenue to cover the cost.
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They can help expand impact
Despite having fewer, more focused,
programmes, successful social enterprises
are still able to serve more people. Because
they are able to concentrate more of their
resources on fewer programmes, they
have more time to develop strategies and
marketing plans that work and are able,
selectively, to add new programmes to meet
the emerging needs of their communities.

They can enable financial
sustainability and growth
For many community and faith based
organisations, the main reason for going down
the ‘social enterprise road’ is to increase income.
Many organisations are jaded by the neverending cycle of struggling to find next year’s
funding whilst at the same time trying to plan
for the longer term, retain staff and sustain
the intellectual and reflective momentum to
keep the core business fresh and alive. Social
enterprise can seem like an attractive option
where it promises a constant stream of income.

What do faith communities
bring to social enterprise?
This is one of the questions which the project
has hoped to address. We started though, with
what we know faiths say about themselves, in
terms of their distinctiveness, in the broader
context of the community work they do.
We acknowledge that this list may not be
unique to faiths and there may be many
other kinds of organisation that share some
of these characteristics. At the same time, it
is possible that faith groups tend to identify
more strongly with some or all of these and
do so in more constant combinations:


bias to the poor



long term view of community



view of people and the world that
includes a spiritual dimension
– some may call this redemption



integrity and trust



particular potential to attract volunteers
and money (for example via the
worshipping communities from which
faith based organisations spring)



passionate transformational vision
– often shown in pioneering work with
groups that others find difficulty with



some faith communities have the ability to
reach groups that other organisations do not.

2] Social purpose business ventures
These are formally structured as a separate
entity from the primary faith based
organisation but have a social purpose
to their business activity either by:
delivering services directly to
customers or users (often on behalf of
a government agency, perhaps after a
process of public sector tendering)
providing employment to people who are
excluded from the conventional job market.

3] Earned income strategies that
have an indirect social purpose
This might include utilising under-used
resources such as renting out premises to
local groups or creating companies, such as
charity shops, expressly to raise money to
support the main purpose of the organisation.

4] Business partnerships between
charities/faith based organisations
and businesses or statutory agencies
This might include ‘cause related marketing’
where a commercial product is identified
with a charitable cause or ‘cause related
purchasing and procurement’ where a major
company or government agency buys supplies
or services from a social enterprise.

5] Related activities – not
strictly social enterprise
These include:

Models of social enterprise
organisations
We identify five models of social
enterprise organisations:

1] Maximising earned income
from programmes
These are programmes which are directly
related to the organisation’s primary purpose
but which aim to become increasingly selfsufficient financially by covering more of
the core costs through earned income.

social franchising – developing a
network of social enterprises based
on an existing successful model
community Credit Unions – providing
access to finance for people on low
incomes who do not have access to formal
financial institutions like banks
Local Exchange Trading Systems (LETS)
– by focusing on exchange of skills this builds
up local economic activity without having
to have conventional financial capital.
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Processes of government
and social enterprise
Social enterprise models are of interest to a
number of government departments, as these
hybrid organisations offer the possibilities
of meeting targets in several policy areas.
As mentioned above, the Government has
set up a Social Enterprise Unit, now located
in the Office of the Third Sector, with a
three year strategic action plan9 which
states that social enterprise is a force for
change that can contribute to society by:


having a key rôle to play in overcoming
social injustice and exclusion



tackling environmental challenges



setting new standards for ethical markets,
raising the bar for corporate responsibility



improving public services, shaping service
design and pioneering new approaches



increasing levels of enterprise,
attracting new people to business

The nine English regions, through the regional
development agencies, all have strategies
for increasing economic participation,
which include social enterprises.
The Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs sees social enterprises as a key
partner in all five of their strategic priorities10 :


combating climate change, improving
energy efficiency and tackling fuel poverty



sustainable consumption and production



enhancement of biodiversity and access
to, and enjoyment of, the countryside



meeting the needs of rural communities
by helping to create a strong, sustainable
and socially inclusive economy.



reconnecting farmers more directly with
their markets, thus helping to achieve a
sustainable farming and food sector.
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The Charity Commission has increasingly
relaxed its limitations of what constitutes
a legitimate activity for voluntary and faith
based organisations11. The primary question
now is not whether an organisation meets
the historical criteria for charities but that
it passes a wider and all embracing test of
‘public benefit’. This means that at certain
levels of activity a faith based organisation
can engage in social enterprise without
setting up a new company. But even where a
separate structure is desirable, the government
has introduced new forms of legal entities,
including the Community Interest Company
specifically designed for social enterprises.
The Department for Work and Pensions
not only plans to increase the rôle of social
enterprise in delivering its services, but
sees a rôle for faith groups. The Minister for
Employment and Welfare Reform, Jim Murphy
MP, said that faith groups are in a unique
position; they have access to people, are good
at making relationships and inspire trust. They
have the potential to go far beyond what the
State can do. The DWP is developing a centre
of expertise within the procurement team
working with the Third Sector to specifically
cover the needs of faith based groups3.
The Department of Health believes that
social enterprises can help put people
in control of their healthcare, and offer
patients and users a greater choice from a
wider selection of convenient, innovative
and responsive services. It has set up a
pathfinder programme to test this out12.

Methods, approaches
and starting points
Who We Are
The Faith Based Regeneration Network UK
(FbRN) is the leading national multi faith
network for community development and
regeneration. It aims to link practitioners to
learn, and gain inspiration, from each other
across the different faith traditions in the UK,
to encourage the active engagement of faith
groups in regeneration, to build their capacity
for this, and to provide an interface between
policy makers and communities. It is managed
by a Trustee body drawn from nine faith
traditions: Baha’i, Buddhist, Christian, Hindu,
Jain, Jewish, Muslim, Sikh and Zoroastrian.
It produces a newsletter that reaches over
4,000 individuals and organisations active in
the sector, runs seminars and conferences,
and is a member of the Government’s Faith
Communities Consultative Council. Over
4,000 copies of the FbRN Tools for Regeneration:
Practical Advice for Faith Communities13 are in
circulation. FbRN is funded by the Department
for Communities and Local Government (DCLG),
the Faith Communities Capacity Building
Fund, the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, the
Church Urban Fund and the MB Reckitt Trust.
The Faiths and Civil Society Unit at Anglia
Ruskin University has been developing a
programme of faith-based research and is
emerging as a centre for the investigation
of faith based activity and engagement with
social policy and politics. Previous projects
include the use of faith buildings in urban
regeneration (Dinham and Finneron 2002),
the rôle of the Church Urban Fund in areas
of urban disadvantage (Dinham 2005),
the rôle of faiths as social capital (Furbey,
Dinham, Farnell & Finneron 2006), a critical
mapping of faith communities in a regional
context, and a national review of faith based
activity in community development.

An international programme of seminars is
also underway to bring together academics
and research-minded practitioners during
2007/08. The aim is to develop a programme
of action and policy focused research
across disciplines and interests in order
to build, collaboratively, an evidence base
for policy makers and practitioners.
Community Development Banking NatWest
/RBS is committed to supporting this Faith and
Social Enterprise programme because faith
based organisations have a key rôle to play in the
regeneration of disadvantaged communitites.
As well as contributing financially, they
have assisted in planning the seminars.
The MB Reckitt Trust aims to promote
research and activities that evaluate and
develop social structures, processes and
attitudes in order to release energies for
change, from the perspective of Christianity
and the other principal faith traditions.

Where We Came From
Our starting point is that the contribution
and potential of faith communities in terms
of social enterprise is just beginning to be
recognised. They are important because they:


are seedbeds for this type of enterprise;
many of the most quoted examples of social
enterprise began as faith based organisations



make a significant contribution to
economic and social life in the UK



have the potential to reach the most
marginalised and excluded groups

We also began with the view that there are
two main needs if this sector is to grow:


the building of vision, capacity and confidence
on the part of faith based organisations



the connecting of action on the ground
in communities with local, regional
and national policy agendas.
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What Happened
During 2006 and early 2007 we ran five seminars
across England with faith participants. These
took place in Liverpool, Newcastle upon
Tyne, Plymouth,Leeds and Tower Hamlets
in East London. The seminars were intended
to explore faith and social enterprise by:

The questions or areas of discussion
in the café dialogues were:
1]

What rôle can faiths play
in social enterprise?

2]

What do faiths need in order
to do social enterprise?

3]

What opportunities are there for
faiths to do social enterprise?

4]

What are the difficulties and challenges
for faiths doing social enterprise?
What rôle does government play in
supporting faith based social enterprise?



raising participants’ vision of social enterprise



generating enthusiasm



giving people tools and skills



creating and strengthening local networks
of support and local partnerships

5]



integrating faith groups more into the
wider field of social enterprise

This report provides a discussion of the process,
and its findings, in the following sections:

Each seminar included a presentation on
the rôle of faith communities in community
and social enterprise, at least one local case
study, workshops on skills and expertise, and
a discussion session using a ‘café dialogue’
technique. In this method, the room is set up to
resemble a café, with refreshments and music,
as a backdrop for more relaxed interaction
between participants. Each table represents a
question or area of exploration. Participants
choose the table they want to join and enter into
periods of discussion. They keep short notes
which are scribbled on the (recyclable paper)
tablecloths as a record. At intervals, participants
are asked to disband and reconvene in different
combinations in order to discuss another
area or issue. The tablecloth notes are later
analysed using a process of theme identification
so that key thematic issues can be identified
and explored. These are reported on, below.
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analysis of the café dialogue records
with identification of key themes



examples of local case studies



recommendations



some useful references and
sources of assistance

FAITH
TRADITION

LIVERPOOL

PLYMOUTH

NEWCASTLE

TOWER
HAMLETS

LEEDS

TOTAL

% of TOTAL

Brief Analysis of Participants

Baha’i

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Buddhist

1

0

0

3

1

5

2

Christian

26

31

41

40

27

165

71

Hindu

2

1

1

2

0

6

3

Jain

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Jewish

0

0

2

2

0

4

2

Muslim

12

2

2

1

1

18

8

Sikh

0

0

0

0

1

1

0.5

Zoroastrian

1

1

0

1

1

4

2

Multi Faith

1

1

0

0

0

2

1

None

2

1

7

1

0

12

5

Don’t know

5

0

11

0

0

16

7

Total

50

37

64

51

31

233

Café dialogue –
thematic findings
The responses to each question are given
below. They are recorded randomly, as
on the tablecloths. An anlysis follows
of the key themes identified.
These themes have been identified using
Boyatzis’ method for the analysis of qualitative
data through coding (Boyatzis 199814). This
method involves the researcher reading
carefully through all the responses and
organising them into headings which emerge.
This process is repeated many times until no
further themes emerge. The researcher then
organises these themes into clusters which
seem obvious or helpful. By this process
the responses are refined and organised
in ways that make sense of the data.
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TOWER HAMLETS
Faith is
People as
transforming
people, not
Diversity as statistics
1. What rôle can faiths play
They can
Helping the
educate
People centred
in social enterprise?
disadvantaged
others about
ethos
what faith is
Coming from
They can bring
a position of
people
together
Access to the with shared values compassion
grass roots
NEWCASTLE
and personal
Faiths have
conviction
Responsive
Resources
a
unique
Hope
such as plant
Stability
selling point They understand
their own
Local people Add value Quality Buildings
Passing on
organisations
are aware of
values through
Quickly
Focus and
Caring
Holding communities
local needs
bringing people
commitment responsive
on the journey together in hard times
Non-judgemental Long-term
Volunteer A different
They provide for those Many churches
A rôle in
pool to view of making
Ethos
government can’t reach have a long
making people
profits
draw on
or doesn’t reach out to history in
whole
High level Cultural
the area Devote time
Faith
buildings
Knowing
local
The ‘Heineken
of
skills
Beyond the
sensitivity needs rather
can
be
a
focal
Effect’
Established and skills
material
In it for the Holistic view than imposing
point and their
– reaching
networks
to a more
long haul
of
humanity
people
can
act
a
solution
parts others
and
holistic view
as intermediaries
can’t reach
Volunteers A calling, not Co-operation
communities
Faiths can
in communities
model working
just a job with other faiths
Faith
based
social
Thinking beyond
Faith based
relationships
enterprises put
the rational
social enterprise
within
faith
and
religion
Hearing the heartbeat
groups can reach
organisations
into
the
market
of the community
other social
place alongside
enterprise groups
other businesses
Can point people
Religious groups have values
to values and
LIVERPOOL
which can be prophetic
Welcoming
educate the public
Trust Diversity
Faith
communities
Recognition that Using existing
In touch with
can help those who
there is more
community
needs
Counter to
assets and
Awareness
don’t appear on the to life than the
isolation
resources
statutory radar
material
world
Able
to
ask
questions
and
have
Community
understandings
of
each
access
Contribution to the lives of
other’s view points
Political
employees beyond wage and work
independence
Respect for buildings as a community
Mechanisms
A safe
focus and can offer their use
for effective haven
consultation
finding out what
Inclusive
God wants for us
Employment
LEEDS
training Sense of
People of faith and a positive
Networking and
outlook are healthier and
social capital
An accessible ‘ear’
purpose
overcome illness / surgery
attached
yet
detached
Compassion
Stability and
more quickly and live longer
long term continuity A life
Offering
accessible
Meeting the spiritual
line
Disproportionate number
resources (i.e. church hall)
needs of community
of people of faith
Fearless
Keeping the economy in
The church (or on community groups
Delivering services
Our church
the local community
faith community) e.g. governing bodies
with a smile
contributes to
is there when
of schools etc
Strong financial
community spirit people need us
Can be divisive –
contribution
at crisis times in Contribute to culturally
ie gossip and hypocrisy
sensitive services
Celebratory Accessibility
people’s lives
Can be
of life
People
patriarchal
Faith communities are not
Volunteers can get
come
Wholesomeness
always
within
the
community
experience – get
Trust based on
together
– small is beautiful
but sometimes just an insular
to job market
recognisability
about
sub
group
within
it.
Prevent division by working
the small
Providing better
together across faiths
Church history
things
services
demonstrates a passion
and then
for significant change. discuss the Faith communities
big things don’t want to get
It can build community
Churches and faith
anything out of it
cohesion
groups are in the for themselves – for
A greater
middle of hard to
proportion of reach areas/groups the good of others·
faith community
and are a light in Improve people’s
involved in
a dark place.
well-being in a
volunteering
holistic way
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Emerging Themes: rôle
and contribution of faiths
to social enterprise
(in the order they emerge)
Responses show that participants regard
faiths as contributing in the following
ways, and playing the following rôles.
a] Rootedness in community, where
needs are better known
b] Hopefulness

j] Reaching into communities more broadly
k] Ethos – honesty, integrity,
inclusiveness, values
l] Leading by example
m] Buildings and resources
n] Distinctive motivation – mission
o] Community cohesion/social capital
p] Responsiveness and speed

c] Non-judgementalism
d] Caring and compassion
e] Quality of skill and talent on offer
f] Stability, continuity, longtermism, sustainability
g] Focus and commitment
h] Holisticism – God’s eye view of the human

PLYMOUTH

i] Resource of volunteers

Distinctive
services

Faiths go the
extra mile Ability to bring in
new members from
Faith
the faith group
communities
Charisma
have a unified
vision
Leading by example
Encouragement
Reaching into
We’ re not just in
communities
it for ourselves
Faith communities
We have values
pre-exist the social
action they undertake For churches it
is going back
and can bring an
to our roots
understanding
of community When we work
we learn
Religions embody together
charitable values about each other
Honesty and
integrity
Churches
have a social
We give not just
conscience
to our own but
to the wider We can help break
community
down barriers
in society
Distinctive ethical
morals

q] Faith as transformative
r] Educative about faith values
s] Educative about faith in wider
contexts (but NOT proselytising)
t] Encouraging of diversity
u] Helping the disadvantaged
v] The ‘Heineken Effect’ – reaching
parts others can’t reach
One cluster of these themes is associated
with values or attitudes (hopefulness, nonjudgmentalism, caring and compassion, focus
and commitment, holisticism, issues of ethos,
distinctiveness of mission, transformativity,
helping the disadvantaged) and participants
quite strongly see faith communities as bringing
a specific and additional ethos to the table.
Other themes are associated with particular
skills and practice orientations (skill and
talent, stability, continuity, long-termism,
sustainability, leading by example, buildings
and resources, responsiveness and speed,
reaching parts others can’t reach).
A third cluster is preoccupied with relationships
and networks (rooted-ness in communities,
reaching into communities more broadly,
community cohesion/social capital, educative
about faith values, educative about faith in wider
contexts, encouraging of diversity). Here the
spiritual, or ‘God’ dimension, of motivation to
be in community and relations is emphasised.
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2. What do faiths need in
order to do social enterprise?
LIVERPOOL
Equipment Selling their
Support
Direction training Assets
Leadership
Passion Focus
Understanding of partnership
Underand service provision rather standing
of
than a search for funding other faiths
Communities
Volunteers
and other working together
resources
Information
Easy access
Entrepreneurs
To identify
niche markets Market research A good
Good
Creativity management
Gift aid skills mix
Products
Evidence of and services
Recognition effectiveness
Training
Confidence Distinctiveness
Unique Selling
Infrastructure
Point (USP)
Ideas and Trust
Defined
marketing
product
Boundaries
Mentors

PLYMOUTH

Imagination
Time Encouragement
Moving with
the times Partners
Resources
Research
Community
Building
Feedback
audit
A long term view trust
Leading of the Local FaithNet in government
Holy Spirit needs to be smaller Clear objectives
Tools to
Think out of and more local
Project
know how to
the box
for leaders achieve goals
Mechanisms for Stories
inspiration
and vision
Strategy
keeping social
enterprises
A template for Open-mindedness
on their faith
community
audit
moorings
More
and
policies
Link with other
togetherness
groups
– don’t
Streamline
reinvent the wheel
activities
Inspiration

TOWER HAMLETS

Money
Skills and knowledge
to get started
Legal
Vision
Networks Access to
advice
Sector-wide research
staffing capital Best practice
Drive Professionalism
support and
Good governance
Enterprise
advice
Capacity
Organisational A conducive Understanding of
sustainability procurement business capital Understanding of
other faiths
Money-management environment
Positive reason Good networks
skills
to start
Access to service Risk-taking
Long-term Faith Relevance
Education of commissioners mentality
commitment
and coSolid reasons prominent
officers Trust
operation Charity bank
to start
Successful
Identifying needs
planning
LEEDS Resources for heritage
and responding to
them appropriately
/other social benefit
Sustainability
Focused advice
Finance – income Linking to voluntary
and support
generating
Ownership of
finance base action networks CVS’s
Consistency
the vision within
Start with
Local
A business
looking at
Authorities
perspective
Consultation
assets
Accessible
Explore
to give Faith Faith and
vision
information
and value
Communities
Good teamwork
Be clear – whose
enterprise as
a level
Find where to get
benefit?
well as social playing
practical support
Funding /
field in the Consultancy
Vision /
to start a business
capital
How to articulate voluntary
commitment
Good
accounts
/
what we have got community Long-term strategic systems / organisation
sector adequate funding schemes
Appropriate informationExamples written up Clarity and vision
Communication
re: governance
– showcase these
Coaching
/mentoring
Use external support Longer-term Shared vision
through process
(business plans) sustainable approach
to enterprise sector Plain English all round. It makes
it easier to know and understand
what we’re trying to achieve
Getting focused advice
and support re areas not
skilled or experienced in
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Emerging Themes: What
do faiths need?

j] Strong motivational starting points,
eg trust, passion, openness

(in the order they emerge)

k] To live in the real world – going
out into the world

In terms of what participants felt faiths need
in order to engage in social enterprise, the
responses are mostly practically orientated.
a] Support & leadership, including mentors
b] Resources (volunteers, staff,
finances, buildings)
c] Knowledge and skills
d] Clear market and strategy for
engaging with it – a business plan
e] Strong community
f] Strong partnerships
g] Understanding of other
traditions and practices
h] Clear product or service
i] Distinctive idea and creativity

NEWCASTLE
Living in the real
Realism
– taking
Creativity world
faiths into the
community Support
Commitment Skills
Agreed plan
Imagination
Vision
of action
Celebration A mandate Sharing good
Knowledge
of successes from the
stories
community
of how to
Good
get money
Training
Faith
communication
Raising the
between the
Infrastructure
profile
sectors
of your
Constant review
Knowing when organisation
Partnership
to get out
skills
and pass it to Courage
younger people
Confidence to
ask for help
Welcoming attitudes

l] Good communications
m] Faith
n] Documents in clear English
o] Research and evidence
p] Appropriate supportive policy
and procurement contexts
q] Templates and models for key
tasks, eg community audits
r] Good governance
This practical orientation is reflected in a
focus on things that could happen to support
a social enterprise culture (provision of
support and leadership, resources, skills
training, understanding of other faiths, good
communications, documents in clear English,
research and evidence, supportive policy and
procurement contexts, templates and models).
Another strand in this emphasises practical
actions for engaging in social enterprise,
such as identifying a clear market and
having a clear product or service.
It is supplemented by an emphasis on
supportive general contexts for doing
social enterprise (strong community, strong
partnerships, distinctive idea and creativity,
strong motivational starting points, living in the
real world, supportive policy and procurement
contexts, good governance). Some of which can
be learnt or taught, for example governance,
others of which are more difficult, though by no
means impossible, to generate or bring about, for
example a sense of community and readiness
and openness to engage in partnerships.
A final and very important theme here has
to do with the rôle of faith. One respondent
said starkly that what faiths need in
order to do social enterprise is faith.
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3. What opportunities
are there for faiths to do
social enterprise and with
what advantages?
LIVERPOOL
Common identity

Faiths are in Buildings
fashion!
to use
Local trust
Resources
Faith groups have
Seeing the community
Create good knowledge
effectively
of local areas
money
Chance to get
contracts to Promote integration
Increases
provide services with other parts
faiths power to
of society
Create
support the most
employment
Asset base
vulnerable
Facilities to
Economic
deliver
Income generation regeneration
leading to sustainability

NEWCASTLE

Churches can deliver
even when funds are
withdrawn because of
the commitment of
their volunteers
Churches are often based at
Opportunity to
the heart of communities
raise issues with
government
Public perception of Resources
trustworthiness
Already doing
Multi-talented social enterprise
Chance to
counter the
Take risks Access to
negative view Add value
community at the
society has
Contacts and
grass roots
of faiths
networks Because faith is
Faithful
Raising the on the political
capital aspirations of agenda now we
can make the
individuals in
the community best of that
Service delivery
based on our
perceived needs, not
those set by others

PLYMOUTH
Broaden people’s Focus Engaging with other
experience
faiths – reaching
Outside Long term presence out and across
– sustainability
Subsidised room hire
government
Fashionable – top of
– a kind of
In-built
Investors, eg some faith
independence
supportive government’s agenda
communities have strong
Make use
Pay and pray infrastructure
of existing business links and traditions
Scriptures give
networks within
Funding
follows
an ideal vision
Volunteers
faith communities Trust Access to Well
funding
specialisms connected
and staff
Raising morale
Access lots of
Persistence
different communities
Sustainable
Like-minded
Sense of
Prayer
groups of
commitment
and
More access for
–
the
spiritual
Faith based organisations
people
belonging
the community
dimension
are well placed – already
Existing Partnership Trust of
Political clout have infrastructure
community
management
Making faith friendly
structures Can empower the Space
Social enterprise
community – not
standard gives Raising the profile of
just the vicar! Respect
credibility
faith in the community
Looks at body,
mind and spirit
Opens up to more funding

TOWER HAMLETS

Creating and preparing
volunteers for Unite common concerns
Church unity and
the job market such as the environment
combined resources.
(schools, church etc)
Church unity and
Advantage is that Faith Communities which can result in
social enterprise (i.e.
combined resources.
have capacity by having a place
environmental projects)
People are interested
Initiating new
in faith groups
projects and
Government
has
wakened
Social enterprise opens
develop further
up to the existence
doors to new people
Place for
of Faith Communities
spirituality
Plugging into established
in society
Opportunity for
sustainable networks
faith groups through
The benefit for faith communities social enterprise Involving people with
learning disabilities
is that we can integrate into
to develop
communities that would not stronger links with
usually walk through the door.
the community
Avoid resource
led planning

LEEDS
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Emerging Themes: What opportunities
are there for faiths to do social
enterprise and with what advantages?
(in the order they emerge)
Responses here have been separated
into opportunities on the one hand
and advantages on the other.
In terms of opportunities, participants
responded in four areas.
One area of interest clusters around issues
of mission (serving the community, drawing
people into its benefits, engaging with
partners of other faiths, and none).
A second is interested in ideas of the image
and rôle of faiths in public space (faiths are in
fashion, counters the negative images of faiths).
A third is associated with increasing human
well-being (spiritual hunger, broadening people’s
experiences, raising aspirations, increasing
morale and empowering communities).
A fourth is about developing influence and
credibility (finding further opportunities for
funding, a ‘standard’ which lends credibility,
opportunities to raise issues with government).
In terms of advantages, responses fall
into two overall themes: advantages for
faith groups themselves; and advantages
that faith groups bring to others.
For faith groups themselves


a strong sense of identity



they are met at their starting
points, not those of others



sustainability



greater access to public sector contracts

For others


a practical dimension – Buildings and
resources, local trust, social capital
and knowledge, infrastructure, skills
and talents, good at risk taking



a spiritual dimension – a ‘whole person’
view embracing a wider vision



an ethos dimension – independence

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FAITHS
ENGAGING IN SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
a]
b]
c]
d]
e]
f]
g]
h]

Faiths are in fashion
Increasing capacity
Spiritual hunger for it
Lots of examples of good practice already
Counters the negative image of faiths
Serves the community
Draws people into its benefits
Raising the aspirations of
people in communities
i] Broaden people’s experience
j] Find further opportunities for funding
k] Engaging with partners of other faiths
and none/extended networks
l] Raise morale and empower the community
m] New areas of mission
n] Chance to get better organised
and develop capacity
o] The sky’s the limit! Putting more and
more money back into the community
p] Social enterprise ‘standard’
gives credibility
q] Opportunity to raise issues
with government
ADVANTAGES OF FAITHS ENGAGING
IN SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
a]
b]
c]
d]
e]
f]
g]

Common identity
Buildings, resources
Making money
Local trust
Local knowledge
Social capital
Meet needs as faiths see
them, not as others do
h] Skills and talent in faith communities
i] Wider vision – the whole
person and community
j] Good risk takers
k] Access to the community
l] They can be sustainable
m] They are independent of government
n] They bring the spiritual dimension
o] They have existing management
structures and infrastructure
p] Getting public sector contracts
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4. What are the difficulties
and challenges for faiths
doing social enterprise?

NEWCASTLE
Being innovative

LIVERPOOL
How to know how to
Having the
best serve our fellows
skills
Working in
Having the resources
partnership
Rules and
Too much
regulations
Unequal paperwork and
playing field information The political and
overload
in terms of
cultural climate
being able to
Paying
the
going
rate for a job
tender for
contracts Adaptability Individual focus in some
– capacity
faith based community work
Ignorance ShortVery hard to get
people involved
termism

Overcoming
lethargy
Determining Lack of trust Being brave
options for
Breaking the
governance
reliance cycle
Facing up to change How to deal
with local
Understanding
authority
partnership working
procurement
arrangements
Disjointing the
faith project from
business
Fear Matching
the faith group
and social aims
Getting shared Working relationships
vision within between volunteers and Crowded
market
worshipping
professional input
place
communities
and projects Engaging with Confidence
Faiths do not
technicalities
Differences Engaging with other necessarily want
to be engaged in
of language
faith groups
community work
between sectors
Loss of core values
How to achieve
Staying true to
Competition with multi-faith social
intentions
enterprise?
the big players
Inability to make
What happens to faith
sufficient funding to
group if the social
support projects enterprise goes wrong?
Overstretched volunteers
not wanting to take
on another rôle

PLYMOUTH

Risk of
Getting long
increasing term commitment Expectations
financial
capital whilst Skills and
Demands greater
culture professionalisation?
decreasing
faithful
capital Lack of of faiths understanding
Maintaining
Time
Unsure of legal
religious identity
requirements
Spiritual
challenges

TOWER HAMLETS

Meeting
Culture clash
criteria
between faiths and
Sustainability commissioning agencies
Defining the facts Focus on goals
beneficiaries,
Capacity and andnot
on what
resources
volunteers and
worshipping
Losing values
Speaking different communities
get out of
LEEDS
Developing a skilled
languages  - Jargon their
rôles
volunteer
force
Outputs or outcomes – especially in a
Competitiveness
Requires
– social benefits as
deprived areas Lack of expertise
well as economic
Holding on to long professional
on the ground
capacity
term volunteers
Lottery funds
Finding your way
ethically
Too much
through funding
Moving goal posts in
problematic for
jargon
contractual relationships
many faiths
Time spent applying
New regulations
for funding
Convince other agenda re fire safety /
we
are
worth
it
–
we
can
safeguarding
Challenge of changing make a real difference
nature of spirituality
All needs more
Avoiding
and dislocation of
admin, more
possibilities
church and community
knowledge
of litigation
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Emerging Themes: What are the
difficulties and challenges for
faiths doing social enterprise?
(in the order they emerge)
a] Understanding how to serve within
a social enterprise culture
b] Having appropriate skills
c] Having resources to set up and keep going
d] Partnership skills and access
with non faith groups
e] Partnership skills and access
with other faith groups
f] Bureaucracy
g] Demands to professionalise
h] Competition with others,
including ‘big players’
i] Adaptability and flexibility
j] Ignorance
k] Risk taking and innovation

Difficulties and challenges are frequently
associated with anxiety about engaging
with social enterprise. Key concerns
are about a sense of lacking – in skills,
resources, partnership skills and capacity,
adaptability, governance know-how and
ability, volunteers and staff and time.
A second important set of challenges is
about a sense of fear – of not knowing how
to professionalise, of competition with
others, of getting on the wrong side of legal
obligations, of risk taking, of a resulting
disjunction between business aims and
values, of what IS known being swamped by
what ISN’T and ultimately, fear of failure.
Both concerns – ‘lacking’ and ‘fear’– are
underpinned by a sense of ignorance about what
social enterprise is, how to do it and what effects
it could have. Overall, there is enormous anxiety
amongst many people of faith that they simply
won’t know what to do, how to do it or whether
they want to. It seems easier to plough on as
before than to engage with this complicated and
rather frightening new agenda from government.

l] Energy
m] Governance – who, how, what,
relationship to rest of the community?
n] Procurement procedures
o] Language – a clash of cultures? [jargonspeakers and non-jargon-speakers]
p] Fear/threat of the unknown
q] Confidence
r] Disjunction between business aims
and social aims – ‘values’
s] Overstretched staff and volunteers not
wanting to take on more responsibility
t] Legal requirements unknown
u] Time
v] A shift of focus from rôles (eg
volunteers and worshipping
communities) to goals and outputs
w] Fear of failure
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5. What rôle does government
play in supporting faith
based social enterprise?
LIVERPOOL

NEWCASTLE

Build trust
Two way
communication Government confuses
Facilitating dialogue race and faith
Government does as
Close the
little as necessary
gap between
government
Too remote Standardisation
policy
and local
Help with the process
implementation
of service delivery
Contradiction between Funding
Inconsistency what government says terms are
and what it does too short
at different
levels and Identify problems and
in different
departments suggest solutions Monitoring
processes are
Provide places at the policy complicated
table for faith groups
Value Voluntary Faiths need to earn
Community Sector government’s trust
organisations

Carrot and stick
Dependency on
government funds Red tape Deadlines are
too short
Community champion
– helpful friend
Government not
in high places
always up to speed
or sympathetic
Government gets
us on the cheap Listening to people
Lack of any Government complicates simple
joined up issues with jargon and documents
thinking
Target setting
A good idea
equals box-ticking
Danger of tick will fly with
box mentality or without
Government
government
statistics do
not reflect
Different approaches real
situations
at different levels

PLYMOUTH

Bureaucracy is a problem
Government processes
are inefficient
Taking faiths seriously

Needs to devolve
responsibility for
producing evaluation
rather than weighting
viable organisations
Three year cycle of
with producing feedback politics means that we get
Seeing faiths as the no long-term thinking
cheap option?
Government has
Money goes in at the
found someone else
top but doesn’t reach
to pay the bill
the grass roots
Government keeps
Thinking up
the rules and
hoops for us to changing
moving
the
goal posts
jump through
Government recognises faith
Local government groups’ historical rôle and
TOWER HAMLETS
can be a
experience in delivering
talking- shop
Recognition
Government concerns that
Government needs to
faiths want to use service
Inconsistent in longfacilitate rather than
provision to evangelise
term strategy
create obstacles
Ensure quality
Government could
Local and regional
and standards of government ‘use’ faiths
raise awareness of
faith groups in
faiths’ potential rôle
when they need to get
receipt of funding a difficult job done
Provides additional
resources
National government
Government
should encourage
could provide Why should the
local authorities planning
support government
to engage more
be involved in
Central government drive
your faith?
for standardisation should
not compromise the unique
value of faith groups
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Emerging Themes: What rôle does
government play in supporting
faith based social enterprise?
(in the order they emerge)
The rôle of government in supporting faith
based social enterprise is experienced in two
main ways by the faith groups we encountered.
One set of views is positive and is about
what government could do to support faiths.
Another is negative and raises concerns that
government exploits faith communities.
a] Dependency on government funding
b] Providing extended forms of
participation in governance
c] Government not always up to
speed or sympathetic
d] Carrots and sticks

The ‘what government could do’ cluster is
associated with ways in which government has
changed things to work with faiths (extended
forms of participation, facilitation, trust).
The more significant ‘government exploits’
cluster is concerned with ways in which
government is not helpful or might be
actively unhelpful (not being up to speed,
producing ‘sticks’, being bureaucratic,
being inaccessible, idealising faiths, setting
short deadlines, saying one thing and
doing another, changing the rules).
Some of these negative themes are also
ambiguous, however. Hence ‘sticks’ might
also have ‘carrots’, where faiths are idealised
some might use this to argue their right to be
in public space, standardisation might help
faiths to be more consistently understood, and
talking-shops might be better than silence.

e] Bureaucratic; tick-box mentality
f] Government exploits faiths
– getting things on the cheap
g] Government is irrelevant – good
work happens regardless
h] Inaccessibility of government
– jargon; remoteness
i] Idealisation or romanticisation of faith
communities – not reflecting the realities
j] Short deadlines and short-termism
k] Be facilitative of faiths getting engaged
and build a trusting environment
l] Seeking standardisation – may not be helpful
m] Government says one thing and does another
n] Government keeps changing the
rules and the goal posts
o] Local government can be a talking-shop
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Summary of themes
A great many responses were recorded
across the five café dialogue sessions. Their
organisation into themes and issues in the
discussion above represents one interpretation
of what we encountered. We hope this is a
useful and stimulating starting point.
QUESTION

What rôle
can faiths
play in social
enterprise?

We also recognise that others may want to
consider the responses, and their meanings,
in their own way and in their own time. One
suggestion for doing so is to use the summary
of themes, below, as a trigger for forming your
own clusters and themes around the responses.
At the same time, we hope that the summary
can also act as a ‘quick reference guide’.

CLUSTER
Values or attitudes

Skills and practice
orientations

Relationships and networks
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THEME


Hopefulness



Non-judgmentalism



Caring and compassion



Focus and commitment



Holisticism



Ethos



Distinctiveness of mission



Transformativity



Helping the disadvantaged



Skill and talent



Stability



Continuity



Long-termism



Sustainability



Leading by example



Buildings and resources



Responsiveness & speed



Reaching parts others can’t reach



Rootedness in communities



Reaching into communities more broadly



Community cohesion/social capital



Educative and reaching
beyond faith groups



Educative about faith in wider contexts



Encouraging of diversity

QUESTION

What do faiths
need in order
to do social
enterprise?

CLUSTER
Practical orientation

Practical actions

Supportive general contexts

The rôle of faith

THEME


Provision of support and leadership



Resources



Skills training, understanding
of other faiths



Good communications



Documents in clear English



Research and evidence



Supportive policy and
procurement contexts



Templates and models



Identifying a clear market



Having a clear product or service



Strong community



Strong partnerships



Distinctive idea and creativity



Strong motivational starting points



Living in the real world



Supportive policy and
procurement contexts



Good governance



Having faith
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QUESTION

What
opportunities
are there for
faiths to do
social enterprise
and with what
advantages?

CLUSTER

THEME

Opportunities
Mission



Serving the community



Drawing people into its benefits



Engaging with partners of
other faiths and none



Faiths are in fashion



Counters the negative image of faiths



Spiritual hunger



Broadening people’s experiences



Raising aspirations



Increasing morale



Empowering communities



Identity



They are met at their starting
points, not those of others



Sustainability



Access to public sector contracts



Buildings and resources



Local trust



Social capital and knowledge



Infrastructure



Skills and talents



Good at risk taking

(ii) A spiritual dimension



A ‘whole person’ view
embracing a wider vision

(iii) An ethos dimension



Independence

Image and rôle of faiths

Human well-being

Advantages
For faith groups themselves

For others
(i) A practical dimension
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QUESTION

What are the
difficulties and
challenges
for faiths
doing social
enterprise?

CLUSTER
A sense of lacking

A sense of fear

A sense of ignorance

THEME


Skills



Resources



Partnership skills and capacity



Adaptability



Governance know-how and ability



Volunteers and staff



Time



Of not knowing how to professionalise



Of competition with others



Of getting on the wrong side
of legal obligations



Of risk taking



Of a resulting disjunction between
business aims and values



Of what IS known being
swamped by what ISN’T



Fear of failure



What social enterprise is



How to do it



What effects it could have
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QUESTION

What rôle does
government
play in
supporting faith
based social
enterprise?

CLUSTER
What government could do

Government as exploiter

Ambiguity
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THEME


Extended forms of participation



Facilitation



Trust



Not being up to speed, producing ‘sticks’



Being bureaucratic



Being inaccessible



Idealising faiths



Setting short deadlines



Saying one thing and doing another



Changing the rules



‘Sticks’ might also have ‘carrots’



The idealisation of faiths
might also validate them



Standardisation might help faiths to
be more consistently understood



Talking-shops might be
better than silence

Recommendations
The recommendations are based on what
has been identified in the clusters (above)
as key issues for the participants in this
enquiry. They begin with the cluster, or
issue, and explore positive ways in which
responses could be made. Some of these are
recommendations for government. Others
are recommendations for faith groups.

RECOMMENDATION
ISSUE/CLUSTER

FOR FAITHS GROUPS

FOR GOVERNMENT

Rôle of faiths –
values and
attitudes

Develop and disseminate
statements of values, or
tools for devising them, for
engaging in social enterprise

Develop a ‘compact’ with faith groups
which states the government’s position
in relation to them as social enterprises

Rôle of faiths –
skills and practices

Develop and disseminate
examples of good practice

Fund and support dissemination
and training in national, regional
and local government

Rôle of faiths –
Relationships
and networks

Extend and consolidate
single, inter and multi faith
networks inclusively

Encourage government representation at
regional and local level in faith networks

What faiths need –
practically

Work with government
to develop faith-friendly
procurement policies

Fund and support training in
social enterprise start-up

Provide opportunities for mentoring
and exchange between faith groups
and government settings

Produce clear documents and
other support materials
Devise faith-friendly
procurement policies

What faiths need –
actions

Engage in training for business
planning, working with already
established social enterprises
Use community visioning
techniques to identify the
produce or service most needed
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RECOMMENDATION
ISSUE/CLUSTER

FOR FAITHS GROUPS

FOR GOVERNMENT

Supportive
contexts

Use congregational development
techniques to identify
opportunities, needs and skills
amongst the community

Give guidance on good governance
in social enterprise

Pray and reflect
Making the most
of opportunities
and advantages

Develop local partnerships
Be inclusive – involve people
broadly through steering
and planning groups,
boards of trustees etc
Capitalise on buildings by
thinking about rental income
and other social uses

Disseminate information about
public sector delivery opportunities
via FbRN and other faith networks
Work participatively through
local and regional government
to start where faiths are

Provide opportunities for
thinking about the ‘God’s
eye view’ on community
needs and share this with
non-faith partners
Difficulties and
challenges

Ask for help from those
who are already doing it

Produce and/or support faithfriendly guidance, information and
training on doing social enterprise

Rôle of government

Talk to local, regional
and national government
representatives about concerns
– develop relationships
with responsible officers

Set up systems of support for faiths
wanting to engage in social enterprise
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Examples of local
case studies
As well as the café dialogue exercises which
were undertaken, social enterprises in each
area presented their work as examples of
good practice and learning. The following
social enterprises were presented:
The Al-Ghazali Multicultural
Centre, Liverpool
35 Earle Road, Liverpool L7 6AD 0151-734-3843
Liverpool Lighthouse Furniture Outlet
www.liverpoollighthouse.com
The Gujarat Hindu Society, Preston
www.ghspreston.co.uk
Martha & Mary Coffee Shop
Heaton, Newcastle upon Tyne
Martha & Mary’s Café, 212 Chillingham
Road, Heaton 0191 461 8100
Tamar View Community Complex, Plymouth
www.tamarviewcc.co.uk

Below, we provide summaries of three of
the nine local case studies presented at the
seminars, which are strong examples of
the range of ‘stories’ we encountered. (For
further information about the other social
enterprises, we have provided contact details).
We also provide one further example of faith
based social enterprise (the Liverpool Furniture
Resource Centre www.furnitureproject.org.uk)
from a case study which was not used in this
seminar series but which has been published
elsewhere (Dinham A 200515). We hope this will
be useful in understanding further some of
the character of faith based social enterprise.
These are intended as encouraging narratives
summarising the journeys of a few faith groups
as they moved towards social enterprise. We
encourage readers to use these case studies
as a basis for thinking about their own
attitudes and readiness for social enterprise
and as a basis for asking questions about what
they want and how they might get there.

Co-active Ltd, Plymouth
www.co-active.org.uk
Bookshop at the Jamyang Buddhist Centre,
Tower Hamlets, London
The Old Courthouse, 43 Renfrew Rd,
London SE11 4NA 020 7820 8787
Cornerstone Christian Books
and Crafts Ltd, Skipton
Newmarket Street, Skipton, North Yorkshire,
BD23 2HX 01756 793673
www.skiptonandgrassingtonmethodist.org.uk
Community Transporters,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
a project supported by Ethnic Minority
Volunteers, Mill Lane Youth Centre,
Sceptre Street, Elswick, Newcastle
upon Tyne, NE4 6PR 0191 273 9127
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THE AL-GHAZALI MULTICULTURAL
CENTRE, LIVERPOOL
The Al-Ghazali Centre has refurbished a
redundant church on Earle Road in Liverpool
7 and now provides a wide range of support
to the whole of the local community. It was
established in 1992 by parents from the local
Yemeni community led by the current Director,
Dr Ustath Ahmed Saif, and originally focused on
providing Arabic language and cultural studies
to the children of the local Muslim community.
Drawing inspiration and vision from the Islamic
tradition, epitomised by the great eleventh
century thinker, Al-Ghazali, and building on the
experience gained in setting up an organisation
to serve the needs of their Muslim community,
the Centre’s commitment has been extended
to working with a wider and more diverse local
community. The purchase and refurbishment
of the church building was made possible
through local and international fundraising.
Examples of the work at the Al-Ghazali Centre
The Parent’s Advocacy Project supports parents
in dealing with the educational system,
advocating and attending school meetings if
necessary. It also includes parents’ drop-in
sessions in schools, an after-school club for
children and setting up courses for parents
at the centre. Initially funded by grants, now
partnerships are developing, with the Liverpool
Education Authority and other agencies, which
will enable this work to be taken forward.
The Health Project aims to increase
understanding and awareness in the areas of
nutrition, environment, physical activity and
general well-being. Sessions and activities
have been created for children and adults,
and working partnerships have been formed
with professional and health agencies.
Sports and recreational activities are
provided and are well used by the wider
community. Basketball, football, swimming
and karate are top favourites for girls and
boys, both Muslims and non-Muslims.
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Many of these activities, in response to local
needs, began as a result of successful funding
bids. As partnerships have developed, the way
forward for some of them is a community
enterprise route. The refurbished Centre,
while dependent on fundraising in the first
instance, now has the potential for use as a
venue which can be hired out for events such
as the FbRN seminar. It is likely that the AlGhazali Centre, like many faith based social
enterprises, will follow a mixed economy.

THE GUJARAT HINDU SOCIETY, PRESTON

For local people the Centre provides:

The community centre and temple with its
portico of carved marble is a remarkable
sight in a Preston suburb. Founded in the
early 1960s by a small group of Hindus, GHS
was set up to serve the religious and cultural
needs of the Hindu residents in the area.



information and advice on employment



IT training



a youth development programme



a lunch club, run by elders



sports activities for all ages



a worship centre

At first the funding came from the faith
community members. They bought and
refurbished an old school building. When
this became too small, grants, further
community efforts, and a loan, made the
new building possible. The smart, new,
well equipped premises are carefully
managed to provide an income stream,
as well as benefitting the community.
“Other organisations like to use our
Centre because it’s in the right place, it’s
convenient for the town centre and the
station, it’s well equipped and there’s plenty
of parking”. Ishwer Tailor: President of GHS
“It is also about the type of building, it’s about
relationship. Lancashire County Council sees
GHS as a faith organisation that has achieved a
great deal against the odds. They are proud to be
associated with a Hindu faith organisation that
has raised the profile of the area”.
Vijayanti Chauhan: Voluntary, Community and Faith
Sector Liaison Officer, Lancashire County Council.

Over the years it has established itself as one
of the major community organisations in
the borough. Together with the North West
Lancashire Health Promotion Unit, it has set up
a Gujarat Health Users’ Forum. It has worked
in partnership with Social Services, to provide
services for older people, with the Youth
Service, to train leaders and support youth
work, and with the Learning and Skills Council.
The Gujarat Hindu Society has thrived and
grown because, while remaining rooted in
its own community, it has had the vision to
make a place for itself in the wider world,
and has never been afraid of a challenge.
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CORNERSTONE BOOK SHOP, SKIPTON

LIVERPOOL FURNITURE RESOURCE CENTRE

Skipton has a large shopping population and a
significant tourism industry. Until Cornerstone,
there was no resource for Christian books, cards
and other materials. The Methodist church
decided to take a risk to address this and took a
short lease on a shop in 1992. Volunteers staffed
the shop and also put in finance to set it up.
This went well and after a year they looked for
another property. At this stage, they needed a
stable group of stakeholders who would take an
interest and who would contribute expertise,
and so they set up a management group.

Liverpool is a city of nearly half a million people.
Throughout the 1980’s it lost a substantial
amount of its manufacturing base leading to
high levels of unemployment and poverty. The
housing stock also suffered serious decline
in this period and there was a concurrent
rise in levels of crime, drugs and ill health.

Growth and publicity is mostly by word
of mouth. The enterprise is responsive
to feedback from customers and has
developed customer loyalty.
The shop had started as a project of the
Methodist Circuit, which promoted ‘ownership’
by the local churches who subsequently formed
the management committee. It became a
registered charity and a company limited by
guarantee. This makes it legally sound and
makes the future more secure. A property has
now been purchased and has staff who are paid.
The bookshop also has a coffee shop in it,
providing an ‘accessible face’ for people to come
in who may not otherwise go into a bookshop.
“We don’t have an agenda that we impose
on people who come in. They come in on
their own terms” Jim Hope, Manager.
The bookshop’s assessment of its own success
is that a number of factors have been key:


that they are people focused



they had a clear business plan



they follow through on customers’ enquiries



there is a breadth of stock and appeal



and that they have a sense of humour.
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The shift from grants to loans in the UK
government’s Social Fund in the 1980’s made
it more difficult for local people to obtain
payment for necessary household articles.
Recognising the impact on the quality of
everyday life, a partnership of churches in
Liverpool came together to tackle this issue.
The Furniture Resource Centre is a social
enterprise providing furniture and white goods
direct to low income households. In addition
there is a ‘one-stop service’ providing such items
for social landlords on a collective basis within
a service level agreement. The project promotes
sustainability by employing local people in its
activities and also provides training for people
who have been long-term unemployed.
There are also now five trading arms
providing furniture, white goods and bulky
household items, a contract collection service
to local authorities (through ‘Bulky Bob’s’),
dissemination of best practice in social and
environmental responsibility within business,
a partnership development consultancy, and
an office furniture recycling enterprise. The
development of the ‘Bulky Bob’s’ strand was
particularly significant as it allowed the project
to build up the amount of furniture it collected,
to earn income from doing so, and therefore
to make greater provision to service users.

In these ways the project aims to be sustainable
and has developed into a major social enterprise
in pursuit of this goal. Thus it operates these five
business strands and employs approximately
80 local people. In particular, the project has
sought to create substantial employment and
training opportunities for local people, and
to share its learning and best practice with
other social enterprise organisations (and is
adept at generating income from doing so)
“We do good things, running businesses which
promote equality and create livelihoods for
people who really need them” Director of FRC
In the year 2003/04, the project provided
furniture to 22 low-income households
every working day. 3,428 households were
furnished for tenants of social landlords
in that year. The project employed
approximately 80 people and provided
training for 48 unemployed local people.
More broadly, the furniture project has expanded
since 1994 and now encompasses a cluster of
social enterprises under the umbrella of the
FRC group. Thus the project has moved from
an annual turnover, from grants, of £250,000 to
an annual turnover in 2003/04 of £4.5 million.

Finding assistance
Given that the number of social enterprises
is growing and that there is widespread
support from government it is not
surprising that there are numerous resource
agencies at national, regional and local
level targeting social enterprises.
At a national level these include:
Community Action Network – a national
organisation with roots in faith communities;
now providing support to hundreds of faith and
non-faith-based social enterprises.
www.can-online.org.uk
The Social Enterprise Coalition – is a
broad umbrella organisation to support the
development of social enterprises across
the country. www.socialenterprise.org.uk
Office of the Third Sector, Social Enterprise Unit
– aims to: act as a focal point and co-ordinator
for policymaking affecting social enterprise;
promote and champion social enterprise; take
action needed to address barriers to growth
of social enterprises, identify and spread good
practice. www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/third_sector
The Community Development Finance
Association – a network of Community
Development Finance Institutions (CDFIs).
CDFIs are independent financial institutions
that provide capital and support to enable
individuals, or organisations, to develop and
create wealth in disadvantaged communities
or under-served markets. www.cdfa.org.uk
Development Trusts Association – the national
body for development trusts, cultivating
enterprise and building assets: www.dta.co.uk
Conventional financial institutions including
the Community Development Banking
NatWest/RBS, are also increasingly
interested in providing finance and
advice to the social enterprise sector.
All of these organisations, operating
at a national level, are reflected by
regional and local organisations.
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